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The article provides an algorithm, a program, and results of calculations that are based upon 

an approximate mathematic model of dynamically-loaded piston cam bearings considering the 

method of calculating statically-loaded slid bearings. 

The approximate mathematic model describes a relation between initial parameters of piston 

cam bearings with exploitative and constructive factors. The model is based upon the method by 

M.V. Korovchinskogo on hydromechanics evaluation of statically-loaded slid bearings [1]. Approx-

imation of the provided table data with relatively simple, but exact analytic expressions has been 

carried out during the creation of the model. Approximation has been carried out via a program, 

developed by the author in MATLAB environment. Input of the initial data and calculations output 

is carried out via a user-friendly interface.    

Considering the set limitation and initial parameters, the program allows us to calculate an 

optimal size of the bearing. 

 

Values, defined through the approximation tables, depend on three parameters: angle extent of 

greasing layer or covering angle (120°, 180°), relative concentricity χ  (0,4 ÷ 0,99), and relation be-

tween piston head length and piston diameter l/d  (0,4 ÷ 1,5). The studied bearings work in terms of 

low angle spike speed and low oil viscosity.  

Before the calculations we have to input the set (constant) parameters: grease supply pressure; 

specific oil heat capacity; specific ill mass; piston diameter. The following limitations are intro-

duced: piston head length l; diametral bearing gap ∆;  dynamic oil viscosity µ; maximum hydrody-

namic pressure Pmax; evaluation of dynamic bearing load in terms of semi-liquid and limiting fric-

tion Pz;  increase in greasing layer temperature ∆T; 0 concentricityа χ ; relations between piston 

head and piston diameter l/d. 
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Searched parameters are: l – piston head length; ∆ - diametral bearing gap; µ - dynamic oil 

viscosity. 

 

Optimization of bearing parameters is carried out via method of gradient descent [2]: 

The program interface is provided in picture 1. 

 

Picture 1. 

The program allows us to calculate optimal bearing size with the set limitations and initial pa-

rameters. 
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